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ABSTRACT 
Minimax-linear estimation with respect to the quadratic risk is considered among 
the class of linear estimators of p, under the linear regression model M = 
{y, XI3, (r’1). New classes of minimax-linear estimators of I3 are derived among 
certain subsets of linear estimators, which are simple from the point of view of 
minimax estimation. The admissible linear estimators of I3 under M are then 
characterized via these classes of minimax-linear estimators, and the relationship 
between the minimax-linear and admissible estimators of p is examined. Various 
properties of linear admissible estimators follow readily from this new characteriza- 
tion. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The set of p X n real matrices is denoted by A,,,, and A$, is 
abbreviated to A?~. For a matrix L E+,, n, denote the transpose of L an 8 the 
linear subspace spanned by the columns of L by L’ and S(L), respectively. 
The symbols L-’ and L- stand for the inverse and for any generalized 
inverse of L. Denote the trace of L ~4” by tl(L). 
We consider the linear estimation of the parameter P in the linear 
regression model 
M = (y>XP, (+‘I), (1.1) 
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where y E&*,~ is a random vector of observations with expectation E(y) = 
Xf3 and dispersion matrix D(y) = a21, and X ~4~. p is known and has full 
column rank p, while fi E+,, r and o2 > 0 are unknown parameters. Under 
the model (1.1) the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of p has the form 
where S = X’X. 
p = s-‘X’y, 
We shall be concerned with the class of all nonhomogeneous linear 
estimators of p, denoted by 3, i.e., 
(1.2) 
Note that a given linear estimator Ly + d, where L EAT,. and d E&, 1, 
can be written jn the form Ap + d if S(L’) cS(X). A variety of biased 
alternatives to p, such as the ridge estimator of Hoerld and Kennard (1970), 
have been introduced during the last two decades. The alternative procedures 
are usually intended to produce estimators “more precise” than 6 in some 
region of the parameter space by introducing a small bias into the estimator 
to obtain a substantial reduction in variance. Technically the prob$m in 
biased estimation is to find a suitable multiplier matrix A ‘Jp for P. Our 
notation in (1.2) stresses this aspect of linear estimation. For example, Judge 
and Yancey (19861, Toutenburg (19821, and Trenkler (1981) contain discus- 
sion on these topics and a large number of further references. The perfor- 
mance of competing estimators is usually assessed by inspecting their mean 
square error or their mean square error matrix. The weighted mean square 
error for a given fi = A$ + d ET takes the form 
B(P; PC) = $6 - P)‘C@ - P)] 
= a2 tr(CAS-‘A’) f [(I - A)fi + d]‘C[(I - A)b + d], 
(1.3) 
where C ‘MP is positive definite. We also consider the set of linear 
estimators, denoted by P(p), h h w ic are at least as good as p with respect to 
the dispersion matrix criterion: 
A?‘@) = (fi = ACj + d cZ’tD(li) i D(fi)} , (1.4 
where the inequality D(fi) < DC@) means that II(fi) - D(b) is nonnegative 
definite, i.e., D(p) is below D(p) with respect to LGwner partial ordering. 
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Correspyndingly, we may denote D(Q) > 0 if D(b) is nonnegative definite 
and D(P) > 0 if D(P) is positive definite. 
Our objective in this paper is to investigate a class of minimaxlinear 
estimators (MILE), the set ._%(p), and the class of all linear admissible 
estimators of p, denoted by &, among 2 under the model M with respect 
to the risk (1.3). In Section 2, we introduce a family of minimax-linear 
estimators which prove useful in studying admissible estimators of P among 
-E: The criterion of minimax estimation was founded by Kuks and Olman 
(1971, 1972). At the beginning of Section 3 we prove two useful lemmas 
concerning the Gwner partial ordering between the matrices H and AHA’, 
where A, H ‘_&’ and H 2 0 or H > 0, i.e., H is positive semidefinite or 
positive definite, respectively. These result: reveal an interesting structural 
connection between the estimator class P(p) and a certain family of MILES, 
at the same time providing a new characterization for the class of admissible 
estimators of p among _.Y. The set & has been earlier characterized by 
several authors; see e.g. Rao (1976). 
2. MINIMAX-LINEAR ESTIMATION 
We turn now to consider a special class of MILES for P under the model 
M with respect to the risk (1.3). Th e estimators have an important structural 
connection with the admissible estimators among 2. The risk function (1.3) 
is unbounded in RI’, the p-dimensional Euclidean space, but bounded on the 
set 
&!Jk(T) = (Plp’Tp < k, k > 0, andT > 0) (2.1) 
for every fixed k E 172 and T EL,,. If we assume that p E Sk(T), for a fixed 
k and T, then the minimax principle can be applied to the risk considerations. 
DEFINITION 1. An estimator fi* EL? is a minimas-linear estimutor 
(MILE) of P among 22 if it minimizes supa E dk(T) R(P; P, C) in 2, i.e., if 
R(P:P,C) = sup R(P; P*,“). 
p dJk(T) 
The quality required for an estimator to be a MILE depends on the class 
of all possible estimators. It can be shown that the minimax-linear estimators 
among _.F are trivial zero bias estimators (see Toutenburg 1982, p. 46). 
Therefore, nothing is lost in restricting to the class of homogeneous linear 
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estimators, i.e, estimators Ai + d ET with d = 0. For a given diagonal 
matrixC=diada,,a, ,..., a,.)E&.withu,aa,a . ..a.>OandI<r 
< p, define the set of matrices 
“q,(Z) = {UXV’ E&qU’U = V’V = I, E&q,}, (2.2) 
where U, V E&],. r, and I,. E_&~ is the identity matrix. Thus the columns of 
U and V, respectively, are orthogonal. We say that U and V are orthogonal 
matrices, even though they are not necessarily square matrices. Clearly 
UXV has rank r < p. For a given matrix B EJ$,(?~;), the factorization (2.2) 
is known as the singular value decomposition of B. Thus d!,(Z) is the set of 
I_’ X p matrices which have, for a given 2, the same singular values 
(TV, cr2, , a;,. If r < I’, then the last 11 - r singular v&es are zero. It is 
assumed throughout the paper that the diagonal entries of Z = 
diag( (T, , CT’), . , a,) are in decreasing order. For a given X with (T, > (T, > 
. . . > a,. > 0 and for a positive definite C EA,, define the class of estimators 
.Y( Z, C) = {A6 L!Z\A ‘.$, and C’/‘AC- ‘1’ E&~,(Z)) , (2.3) 
where C”” is the symmetric square root of C. In Theorem 1 below we 
derive the class of minimax estimators of p among 97(X, C> under the model 
M with resuect to the risk function (1.3). This set of minimax estimators is 
denoted by S’( 2, C). 
THEOREM 1. Let X=ddiag(a,,a, ,..., a,)>O, 1 
and let p E9JC), where C is the weight matrix given 
(1.3). Then an estimator Afi E .%‘(x, C> is a MILE of 
with respect to the risk j%nction (1.3) if and only if 
< r < p, he @en, 
in the risk function 
p among HZ, Cl 
CA = A’C (2.4) 
and 
tr(A’S-‘C) = 2 qi’~~,+,_~, 
.j= I 
(2.ij) 
where 7, > r2. 2 -*- > 7,’ > 0 are the eigenonlues of C’/2S-‘CL/3. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that the risk (1.3) for fi = AS can be written 
in the form 
R(P; fi,C) = a3 tr(CAS-‘A’) + p’C’/‘~C’/‘p, (2.6) 
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where A = (I - C-‘/2A’C”“)(I - C”AC ““>. By the well-known theory 
of minimax estimation (see e.g. Toutenburg 1982, p. 83), 
sup R@,&C) = (T? tr(CAK’A’) + kh,(i), (2.7) 
p rJ&jC) 
where h,(i) denotes the greatest eigenvalue of A and S = X’X. The MILES 
are obtained by finding the estimators fi = AS E 57(X, C) that minimize 
(2.7). 
We consider first the minimization of A,(.$. Since C’/“AC I/” E&~,(X), 
A can he written as 
ii = (I - VCU’)(I - UZV’) = (I + VYV’) - (VXU + UZV’), 
where VY&U’ belongs to the set of matrices defined in (2.2). The well-known 
characterization of the largest eigenvalue as the constrained maximum (see 
e.g. Bellman 1970, p. 115) yields the inequality 
A,(k) > h,(I + VPV’) - A,(VZU’ + WV’) 
for every orthogonal U, V ~3, x ). Since h,(I + VZ,“V’) = 1 + a: for all 
= I + U,2 -- 2a, = (1 - c,)‘, (2.8) 
where U, V EJ/,. r are orthogonal matrices. Clearly the equality in (2.8) can 
he obtained for each V EL], x r when U = V. Therefore we have the identity 
which is equivalent to (2.4). 
We consider now the trace term in (2.7). Applying the commutativity 
property of the trace and the sing&r value decomposition C”‘AC-‘/‘” = 
UZV of C”‘ACp I/’ Ed,,, we have 
tr(CAS-‘A’) = tr(UxV’C I/“s- I cl/“v~u’) = tr(VpV’Cl/‘S- I Cl/“), 
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Let us note that tl(CAS-‘A’) does not depend on U. Consequently, it 
suffices to minimize (2.7) as the function of V. The proof of the result 
min tr(VZ”V’C 
V 
‘/“SP’Ci/“) = i $rj71’+,_i 
j=l 
can be found in Anderson (1984, p. 601). Th’ is establishes the condition (2.5). 
n 
Note that the conditions (2.4) and (2.5) do not depend on the value of k. 
Thus the set of minimax linear estimators of p E .GBk(C) among .F(s:, C), 
denoted by .&Z, C), is the same for every k > 0. Although P is restricted to 
lie in a bounded set, we may speak about the set of MILES among X%X, C) 
without referring to a given set p E gk(C), k > 0. So the following definition 
is justified. 
DEFINITION 2. A linear estimator AS is a MILE (4 p among 5(x, C), 
for a given diagonal Z > 0 with respect to the risk (1.3). if the conditions 
(2.4) and (2.5) are satisfied. 
Certain special cases of the weight matrix C are particularly important in 
statistical practice. Substitutmg C = I into (1.3) yields the mean square error 
criterion (MSE), i.e., II@; p, I) = MSE(P). I n us event the conditions (2.4) tl 
and (2.5) take the form 
A = A’ (2.4”) 
and 
tr(AS-‘A) = i (~l?$~:,~~, 
j=l 
(2.5”) 
where A, > A, > *** > A,, > 0 are the eigenvalues of S. The identity (2.5”) 
is satisfied if V’S’V = diag(A,‘, Ai’, . . , A,; ‘). This means that the sym- 
metric A and S are commuting matrices. Notice that the shrinkage estima- 
tors, such as generalized ridge estimators, are of this type; see e.g. Liski 
(1979) and Obenchain (1978). Anpther important special case is obtained by 
choosing C = S. The risk R(P; P, S) . * 1 is a so k nown as the predictive MSE. 
Then the condition (2.4) takes the form SA = A’S. Correspondingly, for a 
given 3, the trace in (2.5) is constant [ = tl(Z”)]. Consequently, _the follow- 
ing characterization for the class of minimax-linear estimators Z?(Z, S) has 
been obtained. 
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COROLLARY 1. A linear estimutor A($ E kY(z., S> is a MILE of p among 
F(2, S)forafi~e:ed Z = d’ d ia u,, u2, , a,) > 0, 1 < r < p, with respect to 
the risk R((3; AP, S) yard only $ 
SA = A’S, (2.9) 
3. ADMISSIBILITY 
It will turn out that the class of admissibl: estimators among 2 under the 
model M, denoted by &, is a subset of 2((p). Therefore we first derive two 
lemmas useful in the characterization of _PQ> and &. 
LEMMA 1. Let A, H EJ,,, and let H he symmetric. 
(a) If H > 0, then 
H-AHA’> - S’(AH) CL%'(H) & A,(H-AHA’) < 1. 
6) If H > 0, then 
H-AHA’> - A,(H-‘AHA’) < 1, 
H-AHA’>O - h,(H-‘AHA’) < 1. 
Proof. Notice first that zX(AH) C g(m’) for H > 0, and 
h,[(AHA’)““H~(AHA’)““)] = h,(H-AHA'). 
Thereafter (a) follows directly from Theorem l(e) of Stepniak (19851, and (b) 
is rather direct consequence of (a). The result (b) can be easily derived also 
from Theorem 7.7.3 of Horn and Johnson (1985, p. 471). n 
The condition H 2 AHA’ with H > 0 implies IA,(A)1 Q 1, which means 
that the possible imaginary eigenvalues of A do not lie outside the unit circle 
[Lancaster and Tismenetsky 1985, Theorem I(b), p. 4511. However, the 
converse is not true. There are matrices A EM!, for which the absolute value 
of A,(A) is bounded by 1, but H - AHA’ is not nonnegative (or positive) 
definite. Under what conditions does the inequality IA,(A)1 6 1 imply the 
order AHA’ < H? The following lemma provides a solution to this question. 
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LEMMA 2. Let H E&,, he symmetric and A ‘A,,. Suppose that H > 0 
and AH = HA’. Thvn 
H-AHA’> +z. IA,(A)1 G 1, 
H-AHA’> w IA,(A)1 < 1. 
Proof. It suffices to show that for every H > 0 the conditions AH = HA’ 
and 1 A,(A)1 < 1 imply the inequality A,(H- ‘AHA’) < 1. Thereafter Lemma 2 
follows from Lemma 1. For convenience, set H-“‘AH”” = B. Then we can 
easily see that A,(B) = A,(A) and, by the condition AH = HA’, B is symmet- 
ric. Clearly the eigenvalues of A and B are real. Since B” = H-‘/‘A2 H’12, 
we get 
A,(A’) = A,(B’) = A,(B)’ = A,(A)‘. 
If IA,(A)1 G 1, then A,(A’) = A,(A)” G 1. Thus 
A,(A’) = A,(H-‘A’H) = A,(H-‘AAH) = A,(H-‘AHA) < 1, 
which by Lemma I(b) yields the desired result. n 
On the basis of the risk functions (1_.3) one can obtain a partial ordering of 
estimators among _Y. An estimator P,, E_Y is admissible among _Y if no 
estimator is better than 6, in the chosen partial ordering. Admissible 
estimators will have risk functions which cross, i.e., they cannot be domi- 
nated. 
DEFINITION 3. Let (y, Xp, u21} be a linear model with X of full column 
rank. An estimator p, E_Y is admissible for p among _5? if there exists no 
estimator 6 EP such that 
and with strict inequality for some 9. 
Notice that for the above definition we have set the weight matrix C = S 
in the risk function (1.3). But by the lemma due to Shinozaki (1975; see also 
Rao 1976, p. 10261, any positive definite choice of C in the risk function (1.3) 
yields the same set of admissible estimators among 2. The estimators 
admissible for p among _!Z under the model M were characterized by Rao 
(1976). We conclude this section by deriving a new characterization of the set 
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&, which utilizes the properties-of &2, S). Note that in the sequel we will 
speak about the set of MILES .9(X, 9) among F(Z, S) without referring to 
a bounded parameter set z%‘~(S), because g(I;, S) is invariant with respect to 
the choice of k > 0. The relationship between admissible estimators and 
MILES is especially simple among ,%‘(z, S). 
PROPOSITION. An estimator A6 E Z?(Z, S) is admissible for p ampg 
.Y( l%, S) for a fixed Z = dia$ 
&Z, S). 
ui, wa,. . . , gP) > 0 if and only if AP E 
Proof. To show that an estimator A$ admissible among .Y(2, S) is also 
a MILE among 3(x, S), supp 
Then by (2.2) S1/‘AS- 
ose first that Afi E B(I;, S) hut A@ g @(z, S>; 
‘1’ = UZV for some orthogonal U,V E.$,~~. If AP 
is not a MILE, then by (2.7) S1/2AS- ‘1’ is not symmetric, and consequently 
U # V. Note that the trace term in the risk function (2.6) is constant for the 
estimators A$ E .F(X, S). Substituting C = S and Si/‘P = y in (2.6) yields 
pw2;is”2p = y’(1 + VPV’)y - r’(VZU •t UZV’)r. 
Since 
~7 y’(vXu’ + uI;v’)v’y = 2y'(vZvfjy 
for every y E lRp, 
y’(1 - VZU’)(I - UZV’)y > y’V(1 - Z2)V’y (3.1) 
for all y E lF! P [see also the arguments presented in deriving the inequality 
(2.8)]. The equality holds in (3.1) for every 7 E [w P if and only ii U = V. 
Thus AP is inadmissible. Therefore an admissible estimator A@ among 
HA., S) must also be a MILE of 6 among g(Z, S). On the other hand, if 
AP E %‘(Z, S) is a MILE among g(%, S>, then by (2.9) S”2AS-“2 is 
symmetric. Thus it is easy to see that every AP E g(Z, S) is admissible. M 
Let us now consider the set of all linear estimators Afi EP which are 
minimax-linear estimators of P among HZ, S> for some Z = 
dia$ai, as,. . . , a,> > 0, I < r < p. We denote this set of estimators as 
Z?(S) = {As ~_.YlAfi E Z?‘(z) S) for some diagonal z > 0). 
Thus 5?(S) constrains the sets &z, S) for all diagonal z > 0, z EJ~, 
where r takes all the values from 1 to p. The set of all estimators that are 
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admissible for P among L? under A, denoted by &, can now be character- 
ized via restricting the sets g’(S) and _Y@>. 
THEOREM 2. Let fi be the BLUE of p under the model M = 
{y, Xf3, ~‘1). Then 
.d =-z”(S) n g(s). 
Proof. Suppose fi?t that AS is admissible for P. By Corollary 6.1 of 
Rao (1976, p. 1035) AP is admissible if and only if 
(i) As-’ = S-‘A’ and 
(ii) AS-'A' Q AS-'. 
Clearly (i) is equivalent to (2.9),A and_ by (ii) AS-’ and S”2AS-1’2 are 
nonnegative definite. Therefore AP E W3). Further, 
AS-‘A’ -c AS-’ \ M (S’/2AS-1/2)2 < S1/2AS-1/2, (3.2) 
which yields that 0 G h,(S1’2AS- ‘12) = h,(A) < 1. Therefore, by Lemma 2, 
S-l - ASIA’ > 0, which means that Afi EL?‘(@). Thus we have Afi E 
_Y($) n &S), which completes. the first part of the proof. Assume now that 
Ap E_%@) n 2?(S). S’ mce Af3 E g(S), SA is symmetric by Corollary 1. 
Hence, also AS-’ and S1/2AS1/2 are symmetric. By the definition Ff .V(S) 
we have hi(S1/2AS-‘/2) = hi(A) > 0, i = 1,2,. . , p. If AP EL?‘(P), then 
S-i - AS’A > 0. It follows from Lemma 2 that A,(A) < 1. Thus >he 
inequalities (3.2) hold. Therefore, by Corollary 6.1 of Rao (1976) Aft is 
admissible. W 
The above theorem concerns homogeneous linear estimators. The addi- 
tio_nal necessary condition d ELZ(I - A) is needed for the admissibility of 
AfS + d among _Y. This result follows directly on the basis of Definition 2 
from (1.3) (see also Rao 1976, Corollary 3.2). 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2 hold. Then 
Afi+dEA e Afi ~_Y(fi) n 2+(S) & d EL%?@ - A). 
In fact the proof of Theorem 2 yielded as a by-product the following 
corollary, which is similar to Corollary 2.2.1 of Liski (1979). 
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COROLLARY 3. A linear estimator Afi is admissible for f3 among 3’ ij- 
and only if 
(i) SA = A’S and 
(ii) hi(A) E [O, 11, i = 1,2, . . . , p. 
For the generalized ridge estim$ors (GRE) introduced by Obenchain 
(1978) a characterization similar to g(S) can be obtained. Define the set 
$?(I) = {As ~_9/Afi E .@( z, I) for some 8 > 0). 
Then the class of all GREs is the set -Y(b) n &I). This means, in fact, that 
the GREs are admissible linear estimators among 2 with a symmetric A. 
We have seen that the symmetry of CA [See (2.41, (2.4”), and (2.9)] is an 
essential defining property of a MILE of fi among F(z, C). ,In Corollary 3, 
for example, condition (i) is related to the minimaxity of Af3 of @ among 
%(Z, S). The estimator class .Y(Z, S) has the remarkable property that the 
set of MILES and the linear admissible estimators of B are identical among 
.??(I;, S). Therefore, as in Theorem 2, we may first determine a MILE in 
some g(Z, S) and then choose an estimator whose dispersion matrix is not 
greater than that of 6. A similar kind of construction holds also for the GRE 
class. The proposition also provides means to derive Theorem 2 directly from 
the definition of admissibility. However, using Corollary 6.1 of Rao (1976) 
makes the proof much shorter and simpler. 
Since the set of linear admissible estimators and the set of MILES are still 
very broad classes of estimators, further criteria are needed when choosing 
estimators in practice. In applications S is given and C can also be fmed 
suitably. Thereafter the trace (2.5) can be considered as a function of the 
singular values (+i, cra, . . . , a,.. We may, for example, minimize the trace (2.5) 
under certain side conditions. Since the estimators under consideration are in 
general biased, the objective would be to determine an estimator Afi which 
has small weighted mean square error over the part of the parameter space 
where p lies. The problem is to find a compromise between bias and 
dispersion, which both are functions of the singular values ui, i = 1, . . . , r. 
Since fi lies in a bounded set, the bias term in the risk function is also 
bounded. If we suppose that cri E [O, 11, then we have a problem of deter- 
mining a certain “generalized’ shrinkage estimator. The idea is similar to that 
behind the theory of biased estimators; some bias is introduced in order to 
obtain a substantial reduction in variance and in the mean square error. Thus 
the theory introduced in this paper also provides means for choosing good 
biased alternatives to the least squares estimator. 
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